A Woman Of Firsts
Yeah, reviewing a book a woman of firsts could add your near associates listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, feat does not suggest that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as capably as harmony even more than extra will present each success. neighboring to, the
publication as without difficulty as sharpness of this a woman of firsts can be taken as well as picked to act.

The Women of the 116th Congress The New York Times 2019-10-15 A photographic celebration of the
women of the 116th—the most diverse Congress in American history. The first woman Speaker of the House.
The first female combat veteran. The first Native American women. The first Muslim women. The first
openly gay member of the Senate. These are just some of the remarkable firsts represented by the women of
the 116th Congress, the most diverse and inclusive in American history. Just over a century ago, Jeannette
Rankin of Montana was the first and only woman in the House of Representatives. By the time of the 116th
Congress, a total of 131 were seated in both chambers. The 2018 midterm elections brought a seismic
change—and this book, a collaboration between New York Times photo editors Beth Flynn and Marisa
Schwartz Taylor and photographers Elizabeth D. Herman and Celeste Sloman—documents the women of the
116th Congress, photographed in the style of historical portrait paintings commonly seen in the halls of power
to highlight the stark difference between how we’ve historically viewed governance and how it has evolved.
Also featured are an illustrated timeline and list of firsts for women in Congress; “Her Vote, Her Voice” sections
throughout that highlight historical moments in female politics; and an extended introduction and foreword by
Roxane Gay. The Women of the 116th Congress is a testament to what representation in the United States
looks like in the twenty-first century—and an inspiration for what it may look like in the years to come.

Fictions of America Ulrich Baer 2020-11-23 An unprecedented compendium of milestones in the history of
American literature. Presents all of the "first" literary works that broke barriers and inaugurated new
traditions; with concise introductions.
All Your Firsts Without Me LM Terry 2021-05-12 Arranging your own funeral is hard.Planning for your
wife to fall in love with someone else once you're gone is harder.He is giving me the greatest gift. A chance to
remain in her life after I leave this place.I've spent my final days plotting and writing letters. Letters to guide
her for all her firsts without me. If everything goes according to plan, she will love me even more, and if all
goes correctly, she will love him just as much. You think I'm crazy? Maybe.Only time will tell. You might
even find yourself falling in love with me. Who knows? Life is full of surprises.
The Firsts Jennifer Steinhauer 2021-01-19 “An intimately told story, with detailed and thought-provoking
portraits.” —The New York Times Book Review “The Firsts stands out as one of the most important and best
reported books written during the extraordinary political chapter in which we are living.” —Nicolle Wallace,
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author and anchor, Deadline: White House on MSNBC NOW WITH UPDATED EPILOGUE In the
November 2018 midterms, the greatest number of women in history were elected to Congress. It was a group
diverse in background, age, experience, and ideology. From Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and “the Squad” to a
group with national security backgrounds calling themselves “the Badasses,” from the first two Native
American women to the first two Muslim women, all were swept into office on a wave of grassroots support.
Here, New York Times reporter Jennifer Steinhauer chronicles these women’s first year in Congress,
following their shift from trailblazing campaigns to the daily work of governance. In committee rooms, offices,
visits back home with their constituents, and conversations in the halls of the Capitol, she probes the question:
Will Washington, with its hidebound traditions and overpriced housing and petty power struggles, change the
changemakers? Or will this Congress, which looks a little more like today’s America, truly be the start of
something new? Vivid and smart, The Firsts delivers fresh details, inside access, historical perspective, and
expert analysis as these women—inspiring, controversial, talented, and rebellious—do something surprising:
make Congress essential again.

Healing Lives Sue Williams 2020-10-13 'A story of friendship like no other... breathtaking in its tenderness and
inspiration.' The Hon. Dame Quentin Bryce AD CVO Two incredible women, an unlikely friendship, and a
united mission to save the lives of some of the world's poorest and most desperate women. Healing Lives
reveals the untold tale of Mamitu Gashe, Dr Catherine Hamlin's protégée, and the inspiring almost 60-year
friendship between the two women. In 1962, three years after Drs Catherine and Reg Hamlin arrived in
Ethiopia, an illiterate peasant girl sought their aid. Mamitu Gashe was close to death and horrifically injured
during childbirth after an arranged marriage - at the age of just fourteen to a man she'd never met - in a
remote mountain village. The Hamlins' Addis Ababa Fistula Hospital saved her and, in return, Mamitu
dedicated her life to Catherine's mission. Under the iconic doctor's guidance, Mamitu went from mopping
floors and comforting her fellow patients, to becoming one of the most acclaimed fistula surgeons in the world,
despite never having had a day's schooling. This is the moving story of the friendship that saved the lives of
over 60,000 of the poorest women on earth. SHORTLISTED FOR THE AUSTRALIAN CHRISTIAN BOOK
OF THE YEAR AWARD 2021
The Doctors Blackwell: How Two Pioneering Sisters Brought Medicine to Women and Women to Medicine
Janice P. Nimura 2021-01-19 New York Times Bestseller Finalist for the 2022 Pulitzer Prize in Biography
"Janice P. Nimura has resurrected Elizabeth and Emily Blackwell in all their feisty, thrilling, trailblazing
splendor." —Stacy Schiff Elizabeth Blackwell believed from an early age that she was destined for a mission
beyond the scope of "ordinary" womanhood. Though the world at first recoiled at the notion of a woman
studying medicine, her intelligence and intensity ultimately won her the acceptance of the male medical
establishment. In 1849, she became the first woman in America to receive an M.D. She was soon joined in her
iconic achievement by her younger sister, Emily, who was actually the more brilliant physician. Exploring
the sisters’ allies, enemies, and enduring partnership, Janice P. Nimura presents a story of trial and triumph.
Together, the Blackwells founded the New York Infirmary for Indigent Women and Children, the first
hospital staffed entirely by women. Both sisters were tenacious and visionary, but their convictions did not
always align with the emergence of women’s rights—or with each other. From Bristol, Paris, and Edinburgh
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to the rising cities of antebellum America, this richly researched new biography celebrates two complicated
pioneers who exploded the limits of possibility for women in medicine. As Elizabeth herself predicted, "a
hundred years hence, women will not be what they are now."
God Chose a Woman First Laura Savage-Rains 2019-07-30 What do you do when you are feeling called to a
task much bigger than you? How do you respond when you sense God is asking you to pursue a particular
vocation, and yet others around you are discouraging you from such a pursuit-because you're a woman?
Where can you turn for empowering confidence? The voices of biblical women reveal the keys to resilient
confidence you need to fulfill your unique purpose. Each of the 13 biblical women presented in this book was
chosen by God-instead of a man-to be the first person in Scripture to experience God in a new way, to express
a new truth about God, or to proclaim a new message from God. Hear afresh the voices of Eve, Hagar, Miriam,
Deborah, Hannah, Huldah, Elizabeth, Mary of Nazareth, Anna, the Samaritan Woman, Martha, Mary
Magdalene, and Lydia. Their stories offer the keys to resilient confidence! As our world spirals with continued
consequences of women being treated as "less-than," these real women will teach you how to exhibit
faithfulness, wisdom, courage, and leadership against the odds. See these biblical women's stories come to life in
the context of world history and renew your confidence in your equal status with men as God's image-bearer
capable of fulfilling God's call on your life. Be empowered! God highly values women's voices, abilities, and
bodies!

She was the First! Katheryn Russell-Brown 2020 "A picture biography of educator and politician Shirley
Chisholm, who in 1968 was the first Black woman elected to Congress and in 1972 was the first Black
candidate from a major political party (the Democratic party) to run for the United States presidency. An
afterword with additional information, photographs, and source lists are included"--

How Opal Mehta Got Kissed, Got Wild, and Got a Life Kaavya Viswanathan 2006 Offered a second chance at
getting into Harvard when the dean urges her to prove she is capable of having fun as well as overachieving
academically, Opal takes calculated measures to establish her place in the popular crowd.
Femdom Firsts Nika Bella Dea 2013-06-01 Volume 1 of the WellHeeledDominatrix.com Collection "Nowhere
is a dominant woman more feared (and revered) than in the bedroom!" - Nika Bella Dea FEMDOM FIRSTS!
How Dominant Women and their Submissive Males Entered the BDSM Lifestyle Longing to tell your partner
you want to serve (or be served)? Desire to be punished (or punish)? Need ideas on how to start that
conversation? Let the Femdom Firsts contributors-Nikki, Cherie, Amanda, Joshua, Tanner, Ben and many
more-show you how to start living the Femdom life! DOMINANT WOMEN: Do Femdom fantasies excite
you? Do you want your lover to service your every desire by day...and by night? Want ideas on how to
control, manipulate, and creatively punish your submissive? SUBMISSIVE MEN: Do you desire to be
submissive, but aren't quite sure how to broach the subject? Need guidance on how to better serve your
mistress? Wondering how to ask for firmer, harsher punishments? Femdom Firsts shares how other couples
just like you did all this...and more! Don't wait another day to embark on (or spice up!) your Femdom lifestyle!
A newlywed "goddess" humiliates her new husband by the poolside...in full view of their neighbor. Nikki
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introduces her fiance to a pampered lifestyle of champagne, ski slopes, and spankings. Retirement is no longer
boring for Amanda and William! An eager cuckold gets turned on when his wife teases other men. Cherie
discovers a submissive male librarian can be very kinky indeed! Tired of controlling his employees, Tanner, a
powerful executive, wants Ivy to control him behind closed doors. Tom's wife finds his porn collection and
punishes him severely! Nicolette lands a shareholder husband through brute sexual force. Jen installs a security
system...and then catches her husband playing all alone with his "toys." WARNING: CONTAINS SEXUALLY
EXPLICIT MATERIAL. FOR READERS 18 YEARS OR OLDER. WellHeeledDominatrix.com - Books for
Sophisticated BDSM Couples
Simply a Midwife Edna Adan Ismail 2019-08 'The Muslim Mother Teresa' Huffington Post Imprisonment.
Mutilation. Persecution. Edna Adan Ismail endured it all - for the women of Africa. Edna saw first-hand how
poor healthcare, lack of education and ancient superstitions had devastating effects on Somaliland's people,
especially its women. When she suffered the trauma of FGM herself as a young girl at the bidding of her
mother, Edna's determination was set. The first midwife to practise in Somaliland, Edna became a formidable
teacher and campaigner for women's health. As her country was swept up in its bloody fight for
independence, Edna rose to become its First Lady and first female cabinet minister. She built her own hospital,
brick by brick, training future generations in what has been hailed as one of the Horn of Africa's finest
university hospitals This is Edna's truly remarkable story.
The Book of Awesome Women Writers Becca Anderson 2020-03-17 “A testament to the relationship and
contributions of women writers, lest we forget their impact and inspiration . . . [an] amazing journey.”
—Ntozake Shange, author of For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide/When the Rainbow is Enuf
From the first recorded writer to current bestsellers, Becca Anderson takes us through time and highlights
women who have left their mark on the literary world. This expansive compilation of women writers is a
chance to delve deeper into the lives and works of renowned authors and learn about some lesser-known
greats, as well. Some of the many women writers you will love learning about are: Maya Angelou, Jane
Austen, Judy Blume, Rachel Carson, Nadine Gordimer, Margaret Mead, Joyce Carol Oates, and many, many
more. This feminist book is a beacon of brilliance and a celebration of the journeys and accomplishments of
women who have worked to have their voices heard in black and white letters across the world. Open The
Book of Awesome Women Writers today, and you will find: Engaging chapters such as “Prolific Pens,”
“Mystics, Memoirists, and Madwomen,” and “Banned, Blacklisted, and Arrested” A plethora of necessary new
additions to your reading list Confirmation that the female voice is not only awesome, but an essential part of
literary culture “So go on, do some guilt-free indulging in the pages of Becca Anderson’s basket of literary
bonbons. She has gathered a wealth of delectable stories in which to immerse ourselves, a bit at a time. Let’s
hear it for bibliophiles and book ladies—our richest yet most non-fattening vice.” —Vicki León, author of
Uppity Women of Ancient Times
A Lady Has the Floor Kate Hannigan 2022-02-01 Written in the same vein as the recent best-selling titles I
DISSENT and SHE PERSISTED, here is a nonfiction picture book biography of trailblazer Belva Lockwood, the
first woman lawyer to argue in front of the U.S. Supreme Court. Belva was a lawyer, activist and presidential
a-woman-of-firsts
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candidate who devoted her life to overcoming obstacles and demanding equality for women. Activist Belva
Lockwood never stopped asking herself the question Are women not worth the same as men? She had big
dreams and didn't let anyone stand in her way--not her father, her law school, or even the U.S. Supreme
Court. She fought for equality for women in the classroom, in the courtroom, and in politics. In her quest for
fairness and parity, Lockwood ran for President of the United States, becoming the first woman on the ballot.
In this riveting nonfiction picture book biography, award-winning author Kate Hannigan and celebrated artist
Alison Jay illuminate the life of Lockwood, a woman who was never afraid to take the floor and speak her
mind.
Firsts Belo Miguel Cipriani 2018-10 Take a step back in time with some of the best writers with disabilities as
they recount their first adventure, their first heartbreak, and the first time the unexpected treaded into their
life. From body transformations to societal setbacks, to love a airs and family trauma, Firsts collects the most
thought-provoking and exciting stories of our time by people with disabilities. Contributors include Nigel
David Kelly, Kimberly Gerry-Tucker, Caitlin Hernandez, Andrew Gurza, and David-Elijah Nahmod.
Bulova Aaron Sigmond 2018-03-06 Bulova: A History of Firsts chronicles the extraordinary American watch
company in a fittingly unusual manner: by recounting an epic, multi-generational picaresque that runs from
the Gilded Age up through present-day New York City. Joseph Bulova, the man behind the movement by
which America would set its time, was an iconoclastic industrialist who introduced standardized mass
production to fine mechanical watchmaking, fostering in turn a corporate culture of innovation that endures
today. Less a traditional corporate history than an exactingly curated periodical, this profound new title features
eight visually captivating chapters comprising an essay each by luminaries including style journalists David
Coggins and Matthew Hranek, music-industry legend Nile Rodgers, advertising writer Stuart Elliott, noted
horology authority Jack Forster and more, all edited by luxury historian Aaron Sigmond.
The Book of Women's Firsts Phyllis J. Read 1992 Ranging from the seventeenth century to the present day,
chronicles the accomplishments of numerous American women
Freedom Jaycee Dugard 2017-07-11 "In the follow-up to ... A Stolen Life, [kidnapping survivor] Jaycee Dugard
tells the story of her first experiences after years in captivity: the joys that accompanied her newfound
freedom and the challenges of adjusting to life on her own"--Provided by publisher.
Passion and Purpose Praise Matemavi 2020-05 Passion and Praise: Black Female Surgeons is a collection of
beautiful and inspiring stories told by the surgeons themselves and edited by Dr. Praise Matemavi, a transplant
surgeon. This title has been created to inspire women everywhere to believe their dreams can come true, no
matter what those dreams are. The ladies have experienced heartache and challenges along their paths that
only served to make them more determined to accomplish great things. Come, read about them, the female
black surgeons from around the world.
Second Firsts Christina Rasmussen 2013 Presents a guide for dealing with grief and loss, detailing five steps of
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healing that can lead to a lifestyle alignment with personal values and new possibilities for a re-engaged life.

A Woman of Firsts Edna Adan Ismail 2019 'The Muslim Mother Teresa' Huffington Post Imprisonment.
Mutilation. Persecution. Edna Adan Ismail endured it all - for the women of Africa.
Sloppy Firsts Megan McCafferty 2001 Devastated when her best friend moves away, sixteen-year-old Jessica
Darling feels isolated at school and at home, as she struggles to deal with her father's obsession with her track
meets, her boy-crazy peers, and her own nonexistent love life.

Way Off Plan Alexa Land 2013-01-25 This book is an erotic gay romance. It contains explicit language, a touch
of kink, and lots of steamy sex between two hot guys. For readers 18+ only. Jamie Nolan is a young cop on his
first undercover assignment, sent to investigate Dmitri Teplov, a suspected major player in the Russian mafia.
Jamie knows better than to get involved with the gorgeous nightclub owner. But right from the start, the
spark of attraction between the two of them is undeniable. Everything about Dmitri is just so unexpected. He's
sweet and shy, and has a nerdy side that Jamie finds irresistible. Can this man really be a criminal? No matter
if Dmitri is guilty or innocent, Jamie's big Irish Catholic family of cops and his police captain are never going to
accept this relationship. Dmitri's dangerous and manipulative gangster uncle is also none too thrilled that these
two are together, and wants Jamie out of the picture. On top of that, Jamie's still reeling from a recent
breakup, and Dmitri is unavailable anyway. Isn't he? No way should this thing between them be happening.
Getting involved with Dmitri Teplov was never part of the plan. But sometimes, the best plan is the one you
make up as you go along.
Two Firsts Constance Backhouse 2019-03-08 Bertha Wilson and Claire L’Heureux-Dubé were the first women
judges on the Supreme Court of Canada. Their 1980s judicial appointments delighted feminists and shocked the
legal establishment. Polar opposites in background and temperament, the two faced many identical challenges.
Constance Backhouse’s compelling narrative explores the sexist roadblocks both women faced in education, law
practice, and in the courts. She profiles their different ways of coping, their landmark decisions for women’s
rights, and their less stellar records on race. To explore the lives and careers of these two path-breaking
women is to venture into a world of legal sexism from a past era. The question becomes, how much of that
sexism has been relegated to the bins of history, and how much continues?
Forces of Nature Anna Reser 2021-04-20 From the ancient world to the present women have been critical to
the progress of science, yet their importance is overlooked, their stories lost, distorted, or actively suppressed.
Forces of Nature sets the record straight and charts the fascinating history of women’s discoveries in science. In
the ancient and medieval world, women served as royal physicians and nurses, taught mathematics, studied
the stars, and practiced midwifery. As natural philosophers, physicists, anatomists, and botanists, they were
central to the great intellectual flourishing of the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment. More recently
women have been crucially involved in the Manhattan Project, pioneering space missions and much more.
Despite their record of illustrious achievements, even today very few women win Nobel Prizes in science. In
this thoroughly researched, authoritative work, you will discover how women have navigated a malea-woman-of-firsts
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dominated scientific culture – showing themselves to be pioneers and trailblazers, often without any
recognition at all. Included in the book are the stories of: Hypatia of Alexandria, one of the earliest recorded
female mathematicians Maria Cunitz who corrected errors in Kepler’s work Emmy Noether who discovered
fundamental laws of physics Vera Rubin one of the most influential astronomers of the twentieth century
Jocelyn Bell Burnell who helped discover pulsars
Girlhood Melissa Febos 2021-03-30 National Book Critics Circle Award Winner National Bestseller Lambda
Literary Award Finalist NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TIME * NPR * The
Washington Post * Kirkus Reviews * Washington Independent Review of Books * The Millions * Electric
Literature * Ms Magazine * Entropy Magazine * Largehearted Boy * Passerbuys “Irreverent and original.”
–New York Times “Magisterial.” –The New Yorker “An intoxicating writer.” –The Atlantic “A classic!”
–Mary Karr “A true light in the dark.” –Stephanie Danler “An essential, heartbreaking project.” –Carmen
Maria Machado A gripping set of stories about the forces that shape girls and the adults they become. A wise
and brilliant guide to transforming the self and our society. In her powerful new book, critically acclaimed
author Melissa Febos examines the narratives women are told about what it means to be female and what it
takes to free oneself from them. When her body began to change at eleven years old, Febos understood
immediately that her meaning to other people had changed with it. By her teens, she defined herself based on
these perceptions and by the romantic relationships she threw herself into headlong. Over time, Febos
increasingly questioned the stories she'd been told about herself and the habits and defenses she'd developed
over years of trying to meet others' expectations. The values she and so many other women had learned in
girlhood did not prioritize their personal safety, happiness, or freedom, and she set out to reframe those values
and beliefs. Blending investigative reporting, memoir, and scholarship, Febos charts how she and others like
her have reimagined relationships and made room for the anger, grief, power, and pleasure women have long
been taught to deny. Written with Febos' characteristic precision, lyricism, and insight, Girlhood is a
philosophical treatise, an anthem for women, and a searing study of the transitions into and away from
girlhood, toward a chosen self.
The Book of Awesome Women Becca Anderson 2017-07-25 Super women. Who are some of the most
awesome women in history? Sheroes: Women hold up half the sky and, most days, do even more of the heavy
lifting including childbearing and child-rearing. All after a long day at the office. Women have always been
strong, true heroes ? sheroes, oftentimes unacknowledged. As we shake off the last traces of a major patriarchal
hangover, women are coming into their own. In the 21st Century, all women can fully embrace their fiery
fempower and celebrate their no-holds-barred individuality. It is time to acknowledge the successful women of
the world. Super women as female role models: From the foremothers who blazed trails and broke barriers, to
today's women warriors from sports, science, cyberspace, city hall, the lecture hall, and the silver screen, The
Book of Awesome Women paints 200 portraits of powerful and inspiring role models for women and girls
poised to become super women of the future. Successful women: Some of the super women you will meet in
The Book of Awesome Women: • Dian Fossey • Martina Navratilova • Sojourner Truth • Indira Ghandi •
Aretha Franklin • Margaret Mead • Coretta Scott King • Georgia O'Keeffe • Jackie Joyner-Kersee • Joan Baez •
Eleanor Roosevelt • Coco Chanel • Anita Hill • Nobel Peace Prize winner, Wangari Maathai • and many more
a-woman-of-firsts
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Now is the time to acknowledge the greatness of women!
The Women I Love Francesco Pacifico 2021-12-07 A provocative and bracing send-up of modern masculinity,
from the author of Class and The Story of My Purity Marcello, an editor and poet, is on the brink of his forties.
Like everyone in his life, including his sister-in-law, he’s writing a novel. This novel. This novel will be about
women. Love. Growing older. Maybe even taking responsibility. But unfortunately for Marcello, the women
in his life resist definition. They flit and flicker constantly between archetype and actuality: sirens and saviors,
subordinates and savants, vixens and villains. So Marcello cannot write plainly about love. Instead, he tries to
write into the complexities of his many relationships: Eleonora, the junior editor, his former protegeé and
sometime lover; Barbara, his claustrophobic girlfriend; his estranged gay sister; his elegant mother. Fresh,
frank, and painfully cool, Francesco Pacifico’s The Women I Love dives nakedly into gender, sex, and power.
Set in a vivid and alcoholic Italy, it acknowledges and subverts the narrow ways canonical male writers gaze
at, and somehow fail to see, women—illuminating the possibility of equity between people in love, in bed, in
work, and in life.
The Book of Firsts Patrick Robertson 1982 Describes unprecedented inventions, innovations, events,
discoveries, machines, organizations, techniques, structures, and achievements which have served or changed
modern society and life
Boss Bitch Nicole Lapin 2017-03-21 New York Times bestselling author Nicole Lapin is back with a sassy and
actionable guide empowering women to be the boss of their own lives and careers. You don’t need dozens or
hundreds of employees to be a boss, says financial expert and serial entrepreneur Nicole Lapin. Hell, you don’t
even need one. You just need to be confident, savvy, and ready to get out there and make your success
happen. You need to find your inner Boss Bitch — your most confident, savvy, ambitious self—and own it. A
Boss Bitch is the she-ro of her own story. She is someone who takes charge of herself and her future and
embraces being a “boss” in all senses of the word: whether as the boss of her own life, a boss at work, or the
literal boss of her own company (or all three). Whichever she chooses, being a Boss Bitch isn’t something to
apologize for—it’s something to be proud of! We all have what it takes to be a boss bitch, says Lapin. The
problem is: we don’t learn how to do it in school. Even if we study business, we’re not getting enough realdeal business education. Until now. Here, Lapin draws on raw and often hilariously real stories from her own
career and experiences starting businesses—the good, the bad, and the ugly—to show what it means to be a
"boss" in twelve easy steps. In her refreshingly honest and relatable style, she first shows how to embrace the
boss-of-you mentality by seizing the power that comes from believing in yourself and expanding your
personal skillset. Then she offers candid no-nonsense advice on how to kill it as the boss at work whether you
have a high-up role or not. And finally, for those who want to take the plunge as an entrepreneur, she lays out
the nuts and bolts of how to be the boss of your own business—from raising money and getting it off the
ground to hiring a kickass staff and dealing office drama to turning a profit. Being a rock star in your career is
something that should be worn as a badge of honor. Here Lapin shows how to crush it in our careers like like a
Boss Bitch!
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A Woman of Firsts Edna Adan Ismail 2020-09-03 'The Muslim Mother Teresa' Huffington Post Imprisonment.
Mutilation. Persecution. Edna Adan Ismail endured it all - for the women of Africa.
The Writer on Her Work Janet Sternburg 2000 Published to high praise--"groundbreaking . . . a landmark"
(Poets and Writers)--this was the first anthology to celebrate the diversity of women who write.
Vanguard Martha S. Jones 2020-09-08 The epic history of African American women's pursuit of political power
-- and how it transformed America. In the standard story, the suffrage crusade began in Seneca Falls in 1848
and ended with the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920. But this overwhelmingly white
women's movement did not win the vote for most black women. Securing their rights required a movement
of their own. In Vanguard, acclaimed historian Martha S. Jones offers a new history of African American
women's political lives in America. She recounts how they defied both racism and sexism to fight for the ballot,
and how they wielded political power to secure the equality and dignity of all persons. From the earliest days
of the republic to the passage of the 1965 Voting Rights Act and beyond, Jones excavates the lives and work of
black women -- Maria Stewart, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, Fannie Lou Hamer, and more -- who were the
vanguard of women's rights, calling on America to realize its best ideals.
Jake Maddox Girl: Field Hockey Firsts Jake Maddox Fiona's new school doesn't have an ice hockey team, just
field hockey! She decides to try out for field hockey anyway, but the sports have different rules. Will Fiona be
able to stay on the team if she doesn't learn the rules?
Second Helpings Megan McCafferty 2021-07-06 Second Helpings continues Megan McCafferty's New York
Times bestselling series - now with a new foreword by New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Serle
Jessica Darling is in her senior year of high school and things can’t seem to get worse: her best friend, Hope,
still lives in another state, and the mysterious and oh-so-compelling Marcus Flutie continues to be a distraction
she doesn’t need. Not to mention her parents won’t get off her back about choosing a college, and her older
sister’s pregnancy is causing quite a bit of drama in the Darling household. The second book in Megan
McCafferty’s critically acclaimed Jessica Darling series is fun, irreverent, and shows that being a teenager is
never easy (or boring). Now with a foreword from New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Serle and a
new author's note from Megan McCafferty!
Black Firsts Jessie Carney Smith 2021-01-01 A celebration of achievement, accomplishments, and pride! The
first African American president, U.S. senator, and the first black lawyer in the Department of Education. The
first black chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff and the first African American commissioned officer in the
Marine Corps. The first black professors in a variety of fields. The first African American advertising agency.
The first African American Olympian. The first black pilot for a scheduled commercial airline. The first
recorded slave revolt in North America. The first African American cookbook writer. Revel and rejoice in the
renowned and lesser-known, barrier-breaking trailblazers in all fields—arts, entertainment, business, civil
rights, education, government, invention, journalism, religion, science, sports, music, and more. Black Firsts:
500 Years of Trailblazing Achievements and Ground-Breaking Events, Fourth Edition bears witness to the
a-woman-of-firsts
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long and complex history of African Americans! Expanded, updated, and revised for the first time in over
eight years, Black Firsts collects more than 500 all-new achievements and previously unearthed firsts. This
massive tome proves that African American accomplishments are wide-ranging and ongoing, documenting
thousands of personal victories and triumphs. Who was the first black American depicted on a postage stamp?
(1940 Booker Taliaferro Washington) Who was the first African American bookseller? (1834 David Ruggles,
New York City) Where was the first black car dealership? (1941 Edward Davis, Detroit, Studebaker) When
was the first black-owned company listed on a major stock exchange? (1971 Johnson Products) Who was the
first black U.S. senator? (1870 Hiram Rhoades [Rhodes] Revels, Mississippi) Who was the African American
columnist who won a Pulitzer Prize for Commentary? (1989 Clarence Page) Who was the U.S. Supreme
Court’s first black justice? (1967 Thurgood Marshall) Who first broke the color barrier to become a flight
attendant? (1958 Ruth Carol Taylor) Who became the first black to graduate from the U.S. Military Academy
at West Point? (1877 Henry Ossian Flipper) Which model was the first black to grace Sports Illustrated cover?
(1997 Tyra Banks) Who became the American Medical Association’s first black president? (1995 Lonnie
Bristow) What is the oldest surviving black church in America? (The African Meeting House, built in 1806
and known as the Joy Street Baptist Church, in Boston) Who became the first black pitcher to win a World
Series game? (1952 Rookie of the Year, Joe Black, of the Brooklyn Dodgers) Who was the first regularly
recognized black physician in the United States? (1780s James Durham [Derham]) Who was the first black
actress to receive an Emmy Award? (1969 Gail Fisher) Who became the first black professional football player?
(1904 Charles W. Follis) What was first short story published by a black woman in the United States? (1859
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s “The Two Offers”) Who was the black explorer who joined the Lewis and
Clark expedition? (York) Who was the first black lawyer to argue a case before the Supreme Court? (1880
Samuel R. Lowery) Which two songs by black Americans were the first to be send out of the solar system?
(1977 Chuck Berry’s song “Johnny B. Goode” and Blind Willie Johnson’s “Dark Was the Night, Cold Was the
Ground” on Voyager I) What famous inventor and agronomist has a national monument named after him in
Diamond, Missouri? (1960 George Washington Carver) What movie featured the first black female lead in a
Disney animated feature? (2009 “The Princess and the Frog” starred Anika Noni Rose) Who was the first black
American to win a gold medal in the women’s all-around final competition.? (2012 Gabrielle “Gabby” Christina
Victoria Douglas) Who were the Tuskegee Airmen and why are they so famous? (1941 The U.S. Congress
established the first combat unit for blacks in the Army Air Corps with a training facility for black airmen,
known as the Tuskegee Airmen, located at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama) Who participated in the first armed
encounter of the American Revolution and later became the first black to receive an honorary master's
degree? (Lemuel Haynes) Who was the author of a book of poetry that won the first Pulitzer Prize awarded to
a black American? (1950 Gwendolyn Brooks for “Annie Allen”) What was the first black record company?
(Pace Phonograph Company established 1921 by Henry Pace) Who was the black hero who sacrificed himself
at the Boston Massacre, an event that would help inspire the American Revolution? (1770 Crispus Attucks)
Who was the first black entertainer to host his own talk show on national television? (1989 Arsenio Hall) Who
was the first African American to lead the NASA space program? (2009 Charles Frank Bolden Jr.) Who was
the first black American to win the Nobel Peace Prize? (1944 Ralph Johnson Bunche) Who was the first black
American athlete to win an Olympic gold medal? (1908 John Baxter “Doc” Taylor Jr. winner of the 4 X 400meter relay in London) Which inventor had the first patent granted an African American? (1872 Elijah
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McCoy) Who was the first African American to win a Grammy Award? (1959 Count [William] Basie) Who is
thought to be the United States’ first black millionaire? (1890 Thomy Lafon, New Orleans real estate speculator
and moneylender) Who was the first black named Association of College and Research Librarian of the Year?
(1985 Jessie Carney Smith) Which black first sang a principal role with the Metropolitan Opera? (1955 Marian
Anderson) When was the first black judge appointed to the U.S. Court of Appeals? (1966 Spottswood Robinson)
Which black artist was the first to be featured in a solo exhibit at New York’s Museum of Modern Art? (1937
William Edmondson) When was the first black mayor of Dallas elected? (1995 Ron Kirk) Who was the first
elected black chairman of Republican National Convention? (1884 John Roy Lynch) Who was the first known
black to graduate from an American college? (1823 Alexander Lucius Twilight received a bachelor’s degree
from Middlebury College in Vermont) With more than 350 photos and illustrations, this information-rich book
also includes a helpful bibliography and an extensive index, adding to its usefulness. This vital collection will
appeal to anyone interested in America’s amazing history and resilient people.

Firsts Laurie Elizabeth Flynn 2016-01-05 Seventeen-year-old Mercedes Ayres has an open-door policy when it
comes to her bedroom, but only if the guy fulfills a specific criteria: he has to be a virgin. Mercedes lets the
boys get their awkward fumbling first times over with, and all she asks in return is that they give their
girlfriends the perfect first time-the kind Mercedes never had herself. Keeping what goes on in her bedroom
a secret has been easy - so far. Her mother isn't home nearly enough to know about Mercedes' extracurricular
activities, and her uber-religious best friend, Angela, won't even say the word "sex" until she gets married.
But Mercedes doesn't bank on Angela's boyfriend finding out about her services and wanting a turn - or on
Zach, who likes her for who she is instead of what she can do in bed. When Mercedes' perfect system falls
apart, she has to find a way to salvage her own reputation -and figure out where her heart really belongs in
the process. Funny, smart, and true-to-life, Laurie Elizabeth Flynn's Firsts is a one-of-a-kind young adult novel
about growing up.

FIRSTS: Women Who Are Changing the World The Editors of Time Magazine 2017-09-19 This
groundbreaking collection profiles nearly 50 women across a range of endeavors: business, politics, science,
technology, sports, entertainment and more. A companion to TIME's multi-platform documentary, the book
includes 15 first person deep-dives into the lives of influential women such as General Lori Robinson, the first
woman to lead troops into combat, Kathryn Sullivan, the first woman to walk in space, and Aretha Franklin,
the first woman inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Many others, including Oprah Winfrey,
Madeline Albright, and Sheryl Sandburg offer their own personal reflections, thematic quotes and perspectives
on balance, perseverance and strength. Each first-person piece or quote is accompanied by a distinctive portrait
by photographer Luisa Dorr _ set up and taken on her iPhone. Others included in this unforgettable volume:
Serena Williams, Ellen Degeneres, Loretta Lynch, Shonda Rimes, Nancy Pelosi, Rita Moreno, Cindy Sherman
and MoÕNe Davis. With a stirring introduction by Nancy Gibbs, herself a pioneer as the first female editor of
TIME magazine, this is an inspirational book for all women and men.
Fish Raincoats Barbara Babcock 2016-08-02 The life and times of a trailblazing feminist in American law. The
first female Stanford law professor was also first director of the District of Columbia Public Defender Service,
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one of the first women to be an Assistant Attorney General of the United States, and the biographer of
California’s first woman lawyer, Clara Foltz. Survivor, pioneer, leader, and fervent defender of the powerless
and colorful mobsters alike, Barbara Babcock led by example and by the written word—and recounts her part
of history in this candid and personal memoir. “For woman lawyers, Barbara Babcock has led the way. How?
By being smarter and tougher than the men; also, more empathetic and self-aware. Funny, shrewd, and
telling, her memoir Fish Raincoats is a joy to read.” — Evan Thomas, author of Being Nixon: A Man Divided
“An immensely engaging, articulate and detail-rich memoir from a pioneer who helped forge the path for
women in the legal profession. Barbara Babcock taught, mentored and inspired generations of law students to
look beyond the billable hour; she has chronicled her times—the modern Women’s Movement, the challenges
and characters she met along the way—with insight, humility and grace.” — Thelton E. Henderson, Senior
U.S. District Judge, San Francisco “Life will afford you no better sherpa on the extraordinary journey women
have taken in the legal profession than Barbara Babcock. From her description of her career in DC courtrooms,
to her role in the battle to defeat the Bork nomination, and her pathbreaking biography of another woman
‘first,’ she is the same warm and generous storyteller and narrator who welcomed untold numbers of new
students to Stanford Law School and assured us all that we indeed had a place in the life of the law. This should
be required reading for anyone who isn’t certain that they have a place at the lawyers table. Babcock’s amazing
life has made a space for so many of us. Her story will do the same.” — Dahlia Lithwick, Senior Editor, Slate
“‘But men are writing the history!’ Barbara Babcock thought to herself in response to a sexist comment about
women in the law years ago. Not anymore. Babcock spins her formidable legal career into insightful stories
about how she made her way and made her field her own. The best kind of personal history.” — Emily
Bazelon, author of Sticks and Stones: Defeating the Culture of Bullying and Rediscovering the Power of
Character and Empathy Fish Raincoats is a compelling new addition to the Journeys & Memoirs Series from
Quid Pro Books; also available in paperback and clothbound editions. Quality digital formatting includes linked
notes, active Contents, active URLs in notes, and all the original images (thirteen, most in color) from the print
editions.
The Book of Awesome Girls Becca Anderson 2021-06-15 The Book of Awesome Girls by Becca Anderson
celebrates the young women in history who have shaped and continue to shape the future. Read about some of
the most impressive and awe-inspiring girls from current activists to BC heroines across the globe, whether
they are young actresses, talented athletes, or feminists who refused to be silenced.

Brave Little Firsts Tiffany Trotter 2019-01-31 Brave Little Firsts is a children's book created to share the
remarkable firsts of women from around the world. From the first female doctor to the first woman to fly an
airplane, in this book of firsts, readers will discover special women who made history by being the first. They
never felt limited by their environment or what people thought. They didn't necessarily set out to be pioneers
or innovators, but they were driven by passion and a love for their craft.
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